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Letter: Greetings,

APPEAL: WITHDRAW TERROR ACCUSED PRAGYA THAKUR'S
NOMINATION AS BJP'S BHOPAL LS CANDIDATE

The BJP on 17-04-2019 named Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur, key
accused in the 2008 Malegaon blast case, as its Lok Sabha candidate
from Bhopal. This is the first time a major political party in India is
giving ticket to someone accused of terrorism. Thakur is under trial
under stringent sections of The Unlawful Activities Prevention Act
(UAPA) in a Mumbai court, and is out on bail citing 'health grounds'.

In April 2017, she was granted bail by the Bombay High Court where
she claimed she had become infirm owing to breast cancer and
was not receiving adequate treatment. However, in 2019 she is fit
enough to not only resume public life but also contest elections. 

We as concerned and law abiding citizens of India consider BJP's
nomination of a person accused of masterminding terrorist attacks
against Muslims as the latest affront in its war against the minority
community. It is intended to communicate to core supporters of
Hindutva fanatics that it has their back and is ready to galvanise
them further to whip up Hindu polarisation. 

The very act of her nomination should be seen as perpetrating
violence and injustice to the families of terror victims, but more
importantly, as an attack on Indian democracy and a vicious attempt
to subvert the rule of law. 

It's our urgent appeal to civil society in India – activists, academics,
journalists, students, artists and writers – to come together in
demanding that BJP withdraws Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur's
candidature for Bhopal in the upcoming elections. We reject Hindu
terror accused Pragya Thakur as our representative and a potential
parliamentarian at all cost, and perceive this act of fielding her by
the BJP as yet another blatant attempt to intimidate Muslims and
violate the rights and liberties of minorities in India.



Kindly add your names below to endorse this statement.

For more details, read:

1. <a
href="https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/sadhvi-pragya-thakur-digvijaya-singh-bjp-bhopal-lok-sabha-elections-malegaon-case-ajmer-dargah-blast-5681180/"
rel="nofollow">https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/sadhvi-pragya-thakur-digvijaya-singh-bjp-bhopal-lok-sabha-elections-malegaon-case-ajmer-dargah-blast-5681180/
</a>

2. <a
href="https://www.newsclick.in/Sadhvi-Pragya-Elections-2019-Malegaon-Blast-Case-Bail"
rel="nofollow">https://www.newsclick.in/Sadhvi-Pragya-Elections-2019-Malegaon-Blast-Case-Bail</a>



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Jyotsna Siddharth New Delhi, India 2019-04-21 Because its important that politicians who make policies for
us arent stained with blood

Jatin Gaur India 2019-04-21 To save Indian Democracy.

Elangbam Ranjita India 2019-04-21 Democracy needs to be prevail

Ekabali Ghosh India 2019-04-21 The right wing is trash.

Aiman Gul India 2019-04-21 Because I care!

Hubbul Raja Silchar, India 2019-04-21 A terrorist should be in jail

Aasim Arafath Bangalore, India 2019-04-21 She is no hinduShe is no SadhviShe is simply a bloody
terrorist

furqan faridi India 2019-04-21 Terror accused can't be our leader. This is direct attack on
Constitution, rule of law and minorities

Marc
Nongmaithem

India 2019-04-21 Disgusting

Angela Knight Patna, India 2019-04-21 A person like should not hold any office...she is a criminal
and will cause more religious riots in the country

monirul islam India 2019-04-21 We don't want to see a terrorist become political leader.

Sophia Akoijam Ranikhet, Utah,
US

2019-04-21 We deserve better

Sudipto Acharyya Pune, India 2019-04-21 A terrorist should be behind bars not in Parliament.

Fingertip Feminism India 2019-04-21 I want people to understand this petition against Pragya
Thakur will not change the system. Neither is it intended
to make the ruling party BJP change its mind. But it is an
act of formally registering dissent. Writing tweets and think
pieces (which even Tavleen Singh who supported Modi can
do now) to show how morally upright you are might benefit
your social and political credentials, but it does nothing at all
to show support to the victims of the terror attack or stand
in solidarity with the minorities of this country. You have
signed petitions and endorsed statements for things of far
lesser consequence even though they may be important. So
please don't shy away from making a formal appeal to the
highest offices in this country to reject the nomination of a
Hindu Terrorist as a potential parliamentarian. Putting your
name to a statement or petition is real political action. Filling
the internet with tweets, FB posts and memes is NOT.Please
sign the petition and share it widely. This is the least we can
do



Name Location Date Comment

Didarul Islam Kolkata, India 2019-04-21 BJP is saying give us vote to become a terror free country.
Meanwhile they are giving tickets to terrorist. Really
shameful

vilas khopkar India 2019-04-21 It is immoral and further lowers the status of Parliamentary
elections.

Tara Rao India 2019-04-21 A democracy has no room for any kind of terror and those
who support or further it...and even more so in the name of
any religion.

Shihab Uddin Guwahati, India 2019-04-21 To save d constitution

Nayana Pai Mumbai, India 2019-04-21 If only we had Mr.Seshan around & a few other bolder ones
around - BJP itself should be disqualified. To make balakot
intelligence failure as a sacrifice & to let go of a martyr as a
cursed one to have an end like that - they need to be banned
entirely

Elizabeth Jane P J Bangalore, India 2019-04-21 Fielding a terror-accused as a candidate for national
elections is deplorable. This mustn't be allowed.

parikshit dalal Bangalore, India 2019-04-21 It’s a murder of democracy

Anjum Afroz Noida, India 2019-04-21 Because I feel strongly about minority rights.Because I feel
strongly about disrespect being shown to martyrs.Because
I feel strongly about the hysteria that is being whipped up
against minorities.

Harminder Singh Mumbai, India 2019-04-21 It's really a mockery of democracy, law, social structure,
culture, history, and everything that is identity of India,
Bharat, Hindostan.

Nina Joseph Hyderabad,
India

2019-04-21 I don't want a criminal to hold a seat in parliament.

Esther
Jeyachandran

Pune, India 2019-04-21 She has serious criminal charges against her and is
completely irresponsible and totally begotted- not fit even to
live in decent society.

Devarajan Deva India 2019-04-21 ெகாைல ெச்யத ெகாைல ்றறவாளிைய கைமயான

த்ணடைன அளி்ககேவ்ண்ம

Vikram Singh India 2019-04-21 Also cancel bail of this terrorist.

Debashish Tsrafdar India 2019-04-21 Shudder to think of the day a terrorist enters our
parliament.

SAURABH SACHAN Lucknow, India 2019-04-21 I love my India

Mathew B Jakarta,
Indonesia

2019-04-21 She must be made to withdraw. Immediately.



Name Location Date Comment

Meera
Sanghamitra

India 2019-04-21 We cannot afford to have these venomous elements in our
public life !! She must go back to where she belongs. THE
JAIL.

Raees Kallayil Doha, Qatar 2019-04-21 INDIA & INDIANS DONT WANT TERRORISTS & CRIMINALS
ANYMORE. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!!

Mujamil Kori Delhi, India 2019-04-21 It is against the will of the very Indian state against any
kind of violence if someone who have the evidence of direct
involvement in a terror activity is giving opportunity to
contest n elect as people's representative.

Nasser Sayyad Thane, India 2019-04-21 Such person should not be allowed to enter politics who
have no respects for our martyrs.

Junaid Ansari India 2019-04-21 I am a resident of Malegaon(Maharashtra). I live near the
place where bomb blast took place. The pain is still in our
hearts. Giving the ticket to Sadhvi Pragaya is like salting our
wounds.

Asangla Syiem India 2019-04-21 I am signing this petition because I stand for communal
harmony and will join the fight against anyone who tries to
disrupt it.

Shahbaz Sayyed India 2019-04-21 No comments.

Farida Irani West pennant
Hills, New South
Wales, Australia

2019-04-21 Disgusting to have someone accused of terrorism standing
for election!

Jyoti Thyagarajan Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 Let us make sure that our politics is above this sort of terror.

Dr Samuel Joseph Chennai, India 2019-04-22 Our country deserves better.

shashi ashok Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 We don't want any more terror attacks...we want peaceful
coexistence.... kindly remove this woman!!!!

Kiran Rao India 2019-04-22 I want an upright honest government

Biswadev Roy
Ghatak

Kolkata, India 2019-04-22 A terrorist has no place in civil society.

Ruksana Azami Una, India 2019-04-22 M signing this petition because if such kind of coward use to
run government what would be the fate of our state

Fayaz Balooch India 2019-04-22 She is murderer, I don't where the country is going in the
hand of goons

Anita Samuel Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 Anita

shalini vaz Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 I want a terror free world.

kosu anti New Delhi, India 2019-04-22 She is a great to secular fabric of our great country and
definitely doesn't deserve to be a public representative.
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syed rizwan New Delhi, India 2019-04-22 She has a terrorist mentality

Annie Chandy
Mathew

Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 I think it is the right thing to do.

Khushboo Gautam New Delhi, India 2019-04-22 Terror accused should be in prison not in elections.

Ezaz Hazarika Mumbai,
Maharashtra,
India

2019-04-22 we need to have more qualified and competent individuals
in Parliament

Beita
Mayanglambam

India 2019-04-22 Such terror accused should not be elected as a public leader

Peter Thomas
Mallavarapu

Hyderabad,
India

2019-04-22 I respect and promote democracy and our Constitution.

Bizeth Banerjee Dehradun, India 2019-04-22 We want harmony..not rabble rousers

vanaja c HYDERABAD,
India

2019-04-22 It’s a shame

Nisha Monteiro Pune, India 2019-04-22 Criminals should not be allowed any part in this country's
governance.

Sadique Siddiki India 2019-04-22 I'm signing it because there is no place of such terror in
India.

Bilal M Jammu, India 2019-04-22 Lets clean the dirt...

arshad abrar riyadh, Saudi
Arabia

2019-04-22 Case still under investigation ,until and unless clean chit is
not given she must not get ticket

Joji George Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 We need to have politicians who inspire not kill and spread
hatred

Muhammad Thahir Kannur, India 2019-04-22 India is under the rule of racialist..now terrorism should also
be entertained??

Nasir Khan India 2019-04-22 This is not fear. What does this party want. These are direct
hit on our culture. If these doesnt stop then growth of our
country will stop

Tanveer Khan India 2019-04-22 She is a terrorist

Manohar Reddy Hyderabad,
India

2019-04-22 Because religious bigotry is dangerous for the country.

Mohamed Allie
Khan

Lenasia, South
Africa

2019-04-22 I am against any form of injustice!!

Emran Khan Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 Cannot tolerate shit like her!!!

Sajid Mahmood Delhi, India 2019-04-22 Such people should not be allowed to contest till they give
up devisive talks
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sumeer mathur India 2019-04-22 There is no place for someone like her in our public life.

Mustafa Firoz India 2019-04-22 We want a clean India and green a India...Criminals of any
form is not tolerable at point of time

Narendra Sharma India 2019-04-22 A person charged for terrorism should be in jail instead of
Parliament

Syed Khadar India 2019-04-22 Syed Khadar

Rohan Kumar India 2019-04-22 I just want my country to be in safe hands

Himanshu B Joshi India 2019-04-22 She is really accused....

FAIZUR Ali Guwahati, India 2019-04-22 How terrorist to be a lawmaker ..it encourage the terrorist in
india

Smt Nisha Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 It's hate poltics

Rama Devi
Dhulipalla

Hyderabad,
India

2019-04-22 Pragnya who is an accused in terrorist activities contesting
in election is dangerous to our democracy. Her contest will
provocate innocent youth not to tolerate the other religious
feelings and can do anything even murdering through
terrorist activities.

Jasmin Bhambani Pune, India 2019-04-22 She has not been acquitted yet.

Ghanshyam Lalsa Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 I don't believe her in ideology..and she is a threat to this
secular country.

Leena Dabiru Delhi, India 2019-04-22 We need to protect our democracy

AMIT SHAHI India 2019-04-22 It's a shame on Indians. These so called saviour of Hindutva
type goons and terror suspects are trying to gain political
muscle power. They spit venom.

Pari Mohan India 2019-04-22 Because she is bridging the gap of Hindus and Muslims by
bringing religion and dividing the people

Onir Onir Pune, India 2019-04-22 it would be a blow to the secular constitution of our country,
to democracy, to peace and inclusion. this will send a
dangerous signal which contributes to dividing our nation .
the EC should not allow her.

Shamya Dasgupta Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 Right now!

Brenda Rodrigues Panaji, India 2019-04-22 It's time the people of India remember that ours is a secular
country!

Ravi Kulkarni India 2019-04-22 All right thinking people should support this petition. There
should be no place for such so called Sadhvis in any civilised
society.

Anowar Ali Mullah India 2019-04-22 We want peaceful democracy.
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राजा राेजश India 2019-04-22 To protect the democracy.

abha choudhuri Pune, India 2019-04-22 Indian Democracy and the Rule of Law cannot survive if
criminals themselves may stand for election to our highest
law-making body

hasina khan Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 She is under the trail bomb blast case. She is master mind to
malegaon bomb blast.

vinita verma India 2019-04-22 I love diversity of my country. No should allow to distroy
this. She is a master mind of a extremist group.

Cp Gupta Patna, India 2019-04-22 BJP has done a wonderful job by giving ticket to
SadhviBecause now nation wanys to give befitting reply to
sickulars that Hindusim.has nothing to do with terrorismThis
was a fake propganda spread by foreign funded NGO and
Anti nation activists and leader.Since Rahul and his mother
both are out on bail for 5000 Crore National Herald proved
case.So i think in future also BJP should golive such type of
innocent Patriotics.I know that now a days shops of fake
historian, fake and prestitute journalists,urban naxals,and
many more enemies of oir country is now closed totally.So
frustration can be seen. Long Live Mother India.Beawre of
fake propogandas

Manohar Bhide India 2019-04-22 Because I concur with the stand taken.

Anupam Shanker Noida, India 2019-04-22 Don’t forget she is still under trial for multiple charges under
the unlawful activities!

Adrian Pinto India 2019-04-22 It’s sad and shocking to have someone like her lead

furqan faridi India 2019-04-22 we can't let hate rule over us

Sanampreet Singh Kapurthala,
India

2019-04-22 We need a good politician not a terror....

Jeffery Xavier Manama,
Bahrain

2019-04-22 This person in communal

Gulam Gause
Shaikh

India 2019-04-22 India is not a terror state but it is a peaceful state so the
person who destroyed the peace and national harmony of
our wonderful country how any party can nominate terrorist
accused who released on bail for her health issue and now
contesting election it means she is misguided to the court
so not only election commission debarred her to contest the
election but the court also take duo moto action and reject
her bail.

Karan Rai Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 Currently under trial for multiple charges under the
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act.Out on bail and unable
to appear in court for "health reasons" yet healthy enough
to stand for officeHas already been issued with TWO EC
notices regarding controversial comments made by her on
the campaign trail - the second when she publicly boasted
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that she climbed atop Babri Masjid and helped demolish
it."Maine dhanche pe chadh ke toda tha"

Aarefa Faridoon India 2019-04-22 Somebody with a criminal background of the magnitude
of Sadhvi Pragya cannot be trusted to be an able leader.
The kind of hate speeches she is already making against
the martyrs and the citizens will only malign the peaceful
environment of the country.

Masroor Siddiqi Bramhall,
England, UK

2019-04-22 She is a terrorist

Rachana
mudraboyina

hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh,
India

2019-04-22 People facing trials on criminal offences can not be peoples
representatives!

Manas Das Silchar, India 2019-04-22 As Pragya Thakur's nomination violates the true spirit of the
rule of law, she should not be allowed to contest. If she is
acquitted from the charges she can contest next time also.
Why so much hurry! Is it the last election of the country?

Monica Talukdar Hewitt, Texas,
US

2019-04-22 She is anti national whose innocence has not yet been
proved Monica Talukdar

Suhas Kolhekar Pune,
Maharashtra,
India

2019-04-22 This person is an accused in a terror case and is on bail
on Medical grounds.She boasts of having climed up on
tha Babri Masjid and participated in demolition.Such a
person with No respect for our Constitutional Values must
be disqualified from contesting any election.She has made
false allegations of torture Physical and mental on the
ATS which the Human rights commission has investigated
and refuted.Thus she is lying.If her remarks about Shahid
Hemant Karkare are because of losing mental balance,then
how can she be eligible for contesting for such an Imp.and
crucial officeof making Laws for the Nation?So,respected
President do ask EC to cancell her contesting this Loksabha
elections and any other till the case is resolved in the Court
of Law and the guilty punished.

Dinesh Asthana Allahabad, India 2019-04-22 These sadhus/sadhvis will lead the country to the dark age
of barbarism.

Monica Talukdar Hewitt, Texas,
US

2019-04-22 She is anti national whose innocence has not been proved

wilbur fernandes India 2019-04-22 Cause it's not very clear her motives looking at her history
still being in question

Tanmaya Tyagi New Delhi, India 2019-04-22 She is anti national..

Rafi Ahmed Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 There has to be zero tolerance towards terrorism and terror
accused. Any other charges, we can wait for aquittal from
the court, not for terror charges. It will be improper to allow
her fight election, a dangerous trend.
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Vyankatesh
Sambrani

India 2019-04-22 It is dangerous for the future health of our democracy.

Philip George India 2019-04-22 As I want those with criminal background out of politics

Muntaha Amin India 2019-04-22 Terrorists and Murderers being given seats in the world's
largest democracy seems like a cruel joke.

geeta kapadia Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 I believe she is anti national.

abhay joshi India 2019-04-22 To save our Constitution

Abdul Khaliq
Allahbux

India 2019-04-22 This lady is a terror accused. Criminal case against her is
going on. By endorsing her candidature the BJP has given
her a clean chit.

Irfan Shaikh India 2019-04-22 या भाजपाई इतेन नीेच गीर गए ह की दहशतवािदय की बराबरी शहीद क े साथ

करेन लग गए ह ! दहशतवािदय का ऊदाीकरण करना बंद केर बीेजपी !!

Anjan Mukherjee Calcutta, India 2019-04-22 It's a mockery to the people's representatives act!

Gurudas Banerjee Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 I am signing because as a educated citizen of this country, I
feel, it is my duty to protest against lumpenizatio in politics.

Hasan Ali India 2019-04-22 Hi

Sanjay Srivastava India 2019-04-22 The parliament needs honorable people, not terror accused.

Rameez Shikalkar Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 As I want those with criminal background out of politics

Dilip kulkarni India 2019-04-22 I fully support this petition

Beheram Dubash India 2019-04-22 Any person with criminal charges against them should NOT
be allowed to stand for election till ALL charges against
them are proved false and dropped.

Mohan Raj India 2019-04-22 Fully support what you have stated in your introductory
note.

ayesha ramjoo Pune, India 2019-04-22 false affidavits should not be filed and anyone having
criminal case should not file nominations plus one should
not file nominations if they are illitrates

Rashne Dubash India 2019-04-22 We are a secular country. No one should be threatening
anyone over their religion. It is wrong in the eyes of the
almighty

Anupama Pradhan India 2019-04-22 A terror accused has no right to stand for elections!

asif Momin India 2019-04-22 What a mockery..of evidence!

Husna Shaikh India 2019-04-22 I want a clean govt . No criminal should be allowed in politics
. Her crime is very grave
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Ujjwal Ashok Pune, India 2019-04-22 Her statements and past and present conduct are
unbecoming of a candidate who shall go on to represents
interest of the voter. Grossly communal and unethical.

Anil Khatri India 2019-04-22 Election should not be fought based on caste!!

Aarif Shabbir Pune, India 2019-04-22 I do not want terror accused Sadhvi Pragya to be the
member of Parliament and represent us and my country.

Rakesh Bharti Noida, India 2019-04-22 She is a terror accused criminal. We don't want such type of
criminals in parliament.

Aakanksha Aditi New Delhi, India 2019-04-22 She is a terrorist and endosses hate in the society.

Mohamed Fasil India 2019-04-22 I am hoping for a bright and colourful future

Mandeep Singh India 2019-04-22 Because I believe in this !

Pushpa S Bangalore, India 2019-04-22 This absolutely venomous terrorist must be out back in
jail where she belongs! No bail for accused in cases under
UAPA is the norm, and the Govt cannot make an exception
in this case! Her utterances Aldo make it clear that she is not
remorseful about her acts of violence in the past.

Ajay Sengupta Anand, India 2019-04-22 A terror accused can't b a candidate of any election. She is
on bail only on health ground. She should b in jail after after
her Deshdrohi remark for a Ashok Chakra Winner Martyr IPS
Karkare

Ajay Aggarwal Pune, India 2019-04-22 This is an insult to our basic culture of decency and honestly.

Mausham Kumar Mumbai, India 2019-04-22 I stand strongly against those forces which believe in a
divisive ideology and spreads a morphed idea of culturally
diverse and inclusive India, and hopes to win an election
by systematically constructing a dangerous majoritarian
narrative and pitting communities against each other on
religious lines.

Atif Shaikh India 2019-04-22 A terror accused , have we lost our brains to field a terror
suspect in any kind of elections ? Pathetic and what message
do we give the world on terrorism?

Salim Momin Spain 2019-04-22 Our constitution does not allow any candidate with criminal
background and case pending on terror related incident.

Ankit Srivastava Allahabad, India 2019-04-22 I don't want alleged terrorist in my parliament

Hari Bajpai Bajpai India 2019-04-22 ये ििमनल है

Faiyaz Mulla India 2019-04-22 The very act of her nomination should be seen as
perpetrating violence and injustice to the families of terror
victims, but more importantly, as an attack on Indian
democracy and a vicious attempt to subvert the rule of law.
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Prabha Pandey mumbai, India 2019-04-23 Our electoral process cannot be reconstrued as an
unguarded, open doorway , for criminals and terrorists to
enter Parliament

Prabha Pandey mumbai, India 2019-04-23 Our electoral process cannot be reconstituted as an
unguarded, open doorway for the entry of criminals and
terrorists.

Ashok Salian Surat, India 2019-04-23 She has a horror

Rizwan Thokur Bangalore, India 2019-04-23 She is disgrace , not only to indians but to entire humanity

anandini fernandes Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She is unworthy of being a representative of the people in
every possible way

Samaa Shah India 2019-04-23 Sadhvi Pragya has been charged with grave terrorism
charges, she’s openly making hateful comments and is
insulting our ATS Chief our hero. She’s clearly anti national
and is a grave threat to India should she come to power.

Pflash Punk India 2019-04-23 No criminal should be allowed to stand in election , it's a
shame for whole nation that bjp gave her ticket.

Amita Rana New Delhi,
Delaware, US

2019-04-23 I am signing because as a citizen and a Hindu I refuse to
allow minority lynching in my name in my secular country.
#notinmyname

Rashid Patel Jeddah, India 2019-04-23 All type of criminal politician should be banned for
contesting, by this way we get rid of more then 50% of
politician.

Reema Ray India 2019-04-23 I don't want this kind of people, who is a terror accused and
putting the communities against each other on religious
lines, in the parliament.

SHAHNAWAAZ
BATLIWALA

Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 No criminal should be allowed to stand in election , it's a
shame for whole nation that bjp gave her ticket.0

Reema Ray India 2019-04-23 I don't want this kind of people, who is a terror accused and
putting the communities against each other on religious
lines, in the parliament.

Rachana Srivastava New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 Because I respect democracy in India ��

Isobel Behl Thane, India 2019-04-23 This is an ultimate low. We need to lift our country out of
this lawlessness before it gets so bad that there is no way
out.

Farooq Aziz Bhopal, India 2019-04-23 Pragya is a terror accused and as per our law she should not
be allowed to fight election, her bail to be cancelled & she
should be sent to jail again

Prabhu Prasad
Mohapatra

New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 Because I believe democracy is still not atotal sham.
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Rakesh Gupta Bellevue,
Washington, US

2019-04-23 Not until court give clean chit.

Shruti Sharma India 2019-04-23 She is a murderer and has no value for human life and her
vision is narrow and cannot appeal to the masses, because
she is not even thinking of them. She is a careless, impulsive
speaker and a very crass individual. Her idea of nationalism
is far from secular and is out on bail, under false pretence of
being ill, which is a double crime.

d r vinod vinod India 2019-04-23 I strongly denounce her brash arrogance

dipti bapat 421201, India 2019-04-23 I will sign against every actor who speaks the language of
hatred and intolerance

Neelesh Deepak Gurgaon, India 2019-04-23 नफ़रत क े तीक और सैिनक क े अपमान क े कारण

PARVEZ SAYED Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She has a serious terror charges against her and she has
insulted our great hero Mr. Hemant Karkare who was
martyred in the 26/11 attack ...

Khekshan Husain Agra, India 2019-04-23 Our democracy is at stake with such people..

Kallol Banerjee India 2019-04-23 She is an accused still under the very serious charge of
terrorism. Her case is subjudice. It may so happen that she,
ultimately, may get acquited. But, she may also be found
guilty. In such a situation, it is inappropriate to nominate her
as a candidate for any public position.

CHANDRADASAN A Kochi, India 2019-04-23 She is the epitome of hate politics, and is not at all
concerned with the constitution of India

Suhas Kolhekar Pune,
Maharashtra,
India

2019-04-23 I did sign and also shared on Facebook with my reasons
added.I have also shared with many friends and Colleagues
by email.Let us try OUR best and put our demand .I believe
this is as Imp. as casting Vote and every responsible Citizan
should also pressurise EC to be impartial and ACT without
yieldng to any kind of Pressure.

Nalini Nayak New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 The very idea that the ruling party can put her up as a
candidate, means that the two decision makers, Modi and
Shah, have no qualms about employing any method to
win-country, society people be damned, as long as they can
hold onto political power.

Angelina Rodrigues Bangalore, India 2019-04-23 She is an accused charged with terrorism how can we see
such a candidate running our country who don't have
respect for citizen as well as Constitution

Educational
Director

Khamis
Mushayt, Aseer,
Saudi Arabia

2019-04-23 माेलगांव की आंतकी ा िंसह का कहना है िक'अयोया जाकर बाबरी मिजद
िगराने पर उेस गव है'।ऐेस ही लोकतं क े गाल पर माेर गए तमाचे को गव की बात
बताना और िफर बाद म कहना िक मुेझ अिधकारी उटा कराकर बेट से मारते थे
And On The Top According to Modi ji, it's no big deal if BJP
candidate from Bhopal, Pragya Thakur is out on bail. It's no
big deal that she insulted 26/11 Martyr, it's no big deal that
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she is accused of being terrorist, it's no big deal that she is
accused of killing 6 people. It's no big deal.

Educational
Director

Khamis
Mushayt, Aseer,
Saudi Arabia

2019-04-23 According to Modi ji, it's no big deal if BJP candidate from
Bhopal, Pragya Thakur is out on bail. It's no big deal that she
insulted 26/11 Martyr, it's no big deal that she is accused of
being terrorist, it's no big deal that she is accused of killing 6
people. It's no big deal.

anjuman deodhar India 2019-04-23 I want a secular India free from communal forces trying to
destroy our unity.

Promila Bij Delhi, India 2019-04-23 I believe strongly in my recommendation

Paromita Roy India 2019-04-23 Her nomination goes against the ethos of our constitution,
our preamble, our values and our integrity. We are a land of
tolerance, of diversity and of democracy and we will strive to
protect that.

Manu Durrani Jaipur, India 2019-04-23 I won't support a "leader" who is a bomb / terror accused
and proud of their hate crime and anti Muslim notions.
Dividing in the name of politics is absolutely absurd.

Mohit Parpyani New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 Democracy needs to be saved

Baba Khan Arshad India 2019-04-23 I think the Election commission is bought by BJP, they are
not taking any action against these type of people who is
spreading hatred. In future Government of India should
should pass an ordinance no election should be fought in
Religion, cast creed basis no Religious places subject should
be raised. All said and at present situation the election
commission should suspend this lady.

Steve Dsouza India 2019-04-23 i dont want to be governed by such a sick degenerate

Naveen Nagar India 2019-04-23 We cannot have Terror accused as our representatives.

Dinesh Verma India 2019-04-23 India is a democracy for god's sake.

Harish Puri India 2019-04-23 Because allowing such person to contest MP election would
tentamont to great insult to patriot people like Late Shri
Hemant Karkare. From her present health condition she no
where appears to have been subject to torture as alleged
by her. She has not been absolved from the case and got
bail on medical ground which is misuse of judicial process.
Hence she should be debarred. But there is very little hope
as this petition would go to President and now a days
President and Governors Office are extension of RSS office.
Still I would sign this petition.

Anupama Datta India 2019-04-23 The candidature of Prgya Thakur is unacceptable. Her
ideology is reactionary and she is still an accused in a
serious case where innocent people lost their lives and
instigated hatred caused deep damage to our social fabric.

Aakash Aazad New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 I can't let in such criminals in politics.
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Nasir Shaikh India 2019-04-23 I love PEACE not TERROR

Kirti Singh Faridabad, India 2019-04-23 I can't let criminals to join as a politician. Specially those
who have criminal records and are biased for only particular
community. Save democracy.

jennifer Mirza Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 I think we need transparent honesty in politics as we were
promised in 2014

Sayed Munis Raza Delhi, India 2019-04-23 M Indian democracy ko iss tarah tabah hote nhi dekh skta

neerja shah India 2019-04-23 no one even accused should be allowed to stand for
office...till their names are cleared!!!

Sagnik Puri India 2019-04-23 Because, it’s enough. We do not want criminals in the
positions of power.

Rafi Ahmed Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 I know no one is guilty unless proven by the court. But
any one alleged to be involved in terror act, should not be
allowed to fight parliamentary election. Zero tolerance for
this, whether he or she may belong to any faith.

Junaid Ahmad Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 I still believe in Indian constitution that, who dis attacks or
killing innocents people . They deserved to be jail. #Hang
fucking pratigya sadhvi

ayesha ramjoo Pune, India 2019-04-23 first you needed only 1000 petitioners now 1500 , why ? i
hope it is not an exersise in futility

Shamim Raza Khan Nasik, India 2019-04-23 In no case anti social or persons of doubtful integrity be
allowed to contest elections.

Mohammed Abbas
Sayed

Mumbai,
Massachusetts,
US

2019-04-23 Antisocial elements have no place in Peace loving
community

Tiasangla
Longkumer

India 2019-04-23 Don't approve such people to take positions of power

Afzal Allana India 2019-04-23 Because she is anti national and also an accused criminal.

Shameem Azam India 2019-04-23 I oppose terror accused to go to parliament

SYED AHMED
ABBAS

Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh,
India

2019-04-23 Terrorists should not enter parliament

imran khan cardiff, Wales;
Cymru, UK

2019-04-23 She is a whore thatswhy...

arshad khan India 2019-04-23 Strong Reservation on sadhvi Contesting Polls

Zorinmawii A.
Sangma

Chennai, India 2019-04-23 As a citizen of India I don't want someone who is wicked
mind and jeopardize India or it's people.
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Arjumand Naushad Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 We don't want GUNDA RAAJ we want PEACEFUL INDIA

Inshiya Motiwala Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 Cause I want to vote for candidates without criminal
charges... Proved or not.

Nadira Babbar India 2019-04-23 I don't want criminal minded people allowed to contest for
members of parliament or any other legislative assembly

Shahzeb Khan Delhi, India 2019-04-23 She is a criminal and has no right to contest LSE.Her right
place is behind the bar not outside it.

Shuaeb Khan Thane, India 2019-04-23 Clean up politics

Almas Virani Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 .

Ajay Kumar Copley, Ohio, US 2019-04-23 Public need to stand up for things they don’t feel right

Baburaj Francis Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She is a dangerously venomous woman

parveen banu Bangalore, India 2019-04-23 SHE SHOULD BE HANGED. NO PLACE FOR TERRORISTS IN
INDIAN DEMOCRACY.

Athary Janiso India 2019-04-23 I will not be represented by someone who incites communal
violence .

Joya Roy India 2019-04-23 I have followed the Malegaon case since it first happened
because we're shown the videos of the police squads
looting Muslim shops after the event. The people involved
in making bombs and incendiary speeches were never
punished. Why should rabid views get rewarded by any
political party?

Pankaj Gupta New Delhi, India 2019-04-23 If these people can fight election then how we will save our
country

Narendra Yadav Etah, India 2019-04-23 It is the very shamefull act, a terror accessed file the
nomination from a national level parties, and she gets bail
on the basis of health ground . Where is the judiciary does
we lived in a democratic system. Chief justice of India must
see this case.

hashmi shafeeque India 2019-04-23 I am signing this petition because I think the stand of pargya
Thakur is unacceptable in Indian democracy.

Pammi Singh Saini Noida, India 2019-04-23 It is shameful that terror accused who is out on medical
ground has filed her nomination from national party.

Faiyaz Jatu Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She must be banned

Abdul Qadeer Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She is a Biggest terrorist of current time. Accepted in media
she get killed Karkare killed. Demolished Babri. How can a
terrorist be a lawmaker ??
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Abdul Qadeer Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 She is a Biggest terrorist of current time. Accepted in media
she get killed Karkare killed. Demolished Babri. How can a
terrorist be a lawmaker ??

moiz moiz patel India 2019-04-23 लाज कशी वाटत नाही?

Wajed Quadri India 2019-04-23 She must Be Punished For Waging War Against India .....
Should Not Allowed To Be MP of India

MARGARET
DEVARAJ

Bangalore, India 2019-04-23 It is so obvious from her speeches that she is communal,
against our constitution and a threat to our democracy.

Tanveer Patel India 2019-04-23 She is accused in malegaon bomb blast

Feroz Pathan Thane, India 2019-04-23 This is very unfortunate decision and proves why democracy
is not safe in hands of BJP

Aftab Ahmed India 2019-04-23 We need intelligent, visionary & intelligent people in
parliament & not suspects,undertrials, uneducated.

Huzaifa Salakar Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 All accused and out on bail and talking all nonsense should
not be given a ticket

Selma Dsilva Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 I believe she should not be allowed to stand for Elections

Irfan Sd Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 Those who support her will be of same mind like her

Fatima Sayyes Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 I am singing this petition as one defaulter in terrorism
should not be given any political stage.

Frazer
Mascarenhas

India 2019-04-23 Hatred can consume us all.

Mubeen Ahmed Makrana, India 2019-04-23 Cannot bare the insult of a brave heart Mr karkare

Aniket Gupta India 2019-04-23 शहीद का इसेस बड़ा अपमान कछु नह हो सकता।

Faheem Khan Busaiteen,
Bahrain

2019-04-23 It’s high time the rulers of a country are those with a clean
record and not those who advocate hate and have criminal
records.

Gouse Pak Manama,
Bahrain

2019-04-23 She found guilty in terrorism. So we shouldn't be allow her
to contest elections.

shahbaz ahmed Mumbai, India 2019-04-23 sadhvi abused shaheed hamentKarkare by telling him Anti
National... in short sadhvi is a terrorist.

Nazim Khan Ballarpur, India 2019-04-23 The country is in danger. If such people enter the parliament
-God save Country.

Yusuf Khan Benaziz India 2019-04-23 I strongly condemn and object her candidature, she should
be kicked out of Bhopal, where is our country heading
towards, entertaining criminals..............!!!
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Shilpa Satwani India 2019-04-23 People like her are not fit to be a part of a government
body. The Indian politics should comprise of literate people
who want to work gor the benefit of our country and who
consider all religions and people of equal status.

mohamed ansar Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia

2019-04-23 She is accused and jailed for offence

Mohammed asim
Khan

Doha, Qatar 2019-04-23 She is a terror accused

Abdul Hafeez Manama,
Bahrain

2019-04-23 She doesn't deserve it

muhammed
shareef P K

calicut, India 2019-04-23 Fascist..

Neeraj Kumar India 2019-04-23 A terror accused person should not contest elections. Please
this is too much.

Rehana Parveen Leicester,
England, UK

2019-04-23 It's the right thing to do...a person with her past should not
be allowed to hold government office...

aftab Mohammad Melbourne,
Australia

2019-04-23 Accused terrorist must not be a candidate for parliament.

Nirmaljit Kaur India 2019-04-23 There is no place for Terrorist in our society

Shravani Sen Delhi, India 2019-04-24 A known criminal and who openly admits to killing because
she believes she is above law. She is not my leader

Ishtiyaq Ansari Raipur, India 2019-04-24 I don't want any terrorist to fight the election

Md Asif Iqbal Jalpaiguri, India 2019-04-24 I'm signing this petition for democray!

dr rampal singh India 2019-04-24 No one must be allowed as election candidate involved in
terrorist activity or having case over him or her.

Zamar Karari Mumbai, India 2019-04-24 Terrorist can’t do any better for this country

Sahil Arman India 2019-04-24 Sahil Arman

Tanveer Khan India 2019-04-24 No

Balwinder Bains Australia 2019-04-24 Terrorist should be in jail

Mushtaq Patel Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia

2019-04-24 How you allow such destructive people in law making body

Haroon Ansari Pune, India 2019-04-24 Haroon Ansari

Ant Mahi Bangalore, India 2019-04-24 Don't encourge antisocial elements save our nation &
protect our peace
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Subhasish Das Kolkata, India 2019-04-24 It's dengerous for our society... A criminal to be a
minister...it's horrible to think..

Grace Suresh India 2019-04-24 Not the right place for the accused. There are so many
worthy ones.

Husain
Udaipurwala

India 2019-04-24 Pragya Thakur has defamed the name of a martyr Hemant
KarkareWho sacrificed his life for our fellow citizens

JEEBRAN SHAIKH Pune, India 2019-04-24 Terrorist have no religion just hanged them

Nishant Shore India 2019-04-24 boycott the terrorist from election candidate

Nitamkumar
Tayade

Pune, India 2019-04-24 She is under prosecution process of judiciary of country.

Shakil Shaikh India 2019-04-25 She is terror accused.

Omar Khan Pune, India 2019-04-25 If they aren't stopped, Dawood Ibrahim might be getting the
LS ticket next elections.

Asef Quresshi Aurangabad,
India

2019-04-25 Because as a citizen of india I don't want mp(Who make
laws for us) like sadhvi pragya who against any particular
community& a criminal...

Dr Nadeem
Siddiqui

India 2019-04-25 This kind of act can give turn to a start of a new bad era

Ashish Sanyal Mumbai, India 2019-04-25 Such people should not be allowed to stand for election till
they are cleared by the courts.

Suhel Ahmed
Siddiqui

Pune, India 2019-04-25 She is involved in terror attack

Jollin George Bangalore, India 2019-04-25 We don't want any pass related to crime, we need good
background people

Zahed Zumar Pune, India 2019-04-25 I dont want a terror accused in parliament

Ahsan Khan Mumbai, India 2019-04-25 I don't need comment on this .. it's pretty evident what kind
of politics is been played here.. it looks like these political
parties don't have any worthy face , that they r putting
criminals and terrorists as their face.


